
Weekly Bursts

Partners perform a skill then switch places and increase the number of repetitions by one. 

Partner A sits on chair, straightens out both legs and performs a leg lift (until legs are parallel to the ground)

then switches places with partner B and they perform the skill. (the next time, each will perform two leg lifts

then three then four, etc).  

Vary the skills: • Hold back of chair and perform a squat. • Squat jumps.• Jumping jacks.• Donkey kicks. 

The partner who is not performing the skill, should be moving while they wait their turn – jog on the spot,

jumping etc. 

Continue the activity for a specified amount of time. 

BURST 1: BUDDY CHAIR LADDER BURST 

Materials: Chair 

Directions: 

Teamwork makes the dream work! This week we challenge you to work with a partner or small

group and create a new BOKS Burst, practice the Burst and teach it to your class and/or your

family.

The leader stands in front of group or class. 

The leader calls out one of the rhyming words. 

Kids try to perform an activity, for ten seconds, that rhymes with the word the leader called out. 

If the leader needs ideas of words look in the list of rhyming words.

BURST 2: BOKS A RHYME 

Materials: List of rhyming words (at the end of the document).   

Directions: 
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Find a comfortable seated position. Start by gently releasing your breath.  

Imagine you’re drawing a box. Take a deep, long breath in through your nose, counting to four. Imagine

you’re drawing one side of the box with each count.  

Hold your breath, counting to four, drawing the second side of the box in your mind. Then slowly

release your breath, counting to four again and drawing the third side of the box with each count.  

Finally, hold your breath for four counts with your lungs empty, finishing your box.  

Repeat as many times as you like.

BURST 3:  BOX BREATHING  

Materials: None 

Directions: 

LIST OF RHYMING WORDS
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